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what if you love something 
but the force of longing no longer 
appears 
along any geometric plane; an 
impulse 
 
operative according  
to electric intervals not unlike  
the heartbeat: staid hands at the 
rush,  
still at the next, vicious lull.  
 
like speech acts eddying in  
funnier directions, 
funny because their corresponding 
apertures are just  
little holes  
rather than, well,  
“holy” 
or inviolate or both, 
 
or the near-adage: you are looking 
at me  
in it’s destabilizing 
wholeness, disaggregating my 
cute plenty, like all 
the alliteration you let me get 
away with! which 
shocks 
and so lights up the grimy and 
unfurnished network 
in his—which is to say my— 
sweet cerebellum.  
 
what a stupid poem! what do you 
expect: 
mycelium as shield? as if for 
compromised/ 

 
 
 
 
 

what if you love something  
and it scratches out the question mark in red pen 

 
screens of color oozing  

beneath overripe ballcaps 
hand pausing against 
throat before taking  

off again 
with the jagged grace  

of moths anticipating bat, bird,  
flame. 

 
the photos all had 

mirrored frames which 
you said 

appealed to your vanity 
and need for diffraction (or was it 

implication?)  
 

to our incipient magpies, 
I want it all in purple 

and lush saprophytes! 
let death remain bitter 

and fruitful,  
 

which can only ever  
be an approximation that 

allows opacity 
like the curative lakes  
drawn by the bottom 

of a bottle of budheavy 
on a counter 

beneath the cheery din  
of voluble game show hosts. 



compromising intellect (mine); 
yours: 
elegant, impatient.  
 
i think of a question all of us could 
do better 
than to answer, like 
a little holy room furnished with 
no answers; 
a small furnished paradise 
trespassed by visible 
dalmatians, or more likely  
 
why i’m writing you a love poem 
because 
it’s the least i could do, 
 
early for us 
in being 
with, you, and exquisite in my 
attendance to mood— 
yesterday: severity 
today: insoluble, but neat.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
and love comes as before 
desperate and completely 

different than before, 
 

(just don’t ever fucking  
apologize for your  

volatile 
 

perfections 
 

the most rotten 
among us 

wear their stomachs 
outside their body)  

 
(this, you taught me—) 

every throat sings  
decomposition against  

the compensation of a pronoun, 
a sweet blade flossing 

with their hair—  
 

and I am 
washed over in some 

as yet unfelt  
combination of what else  

but the hungry light and winged  
meat of my best boy. 

 
 

 
 
 
  



of course intellect craves  
meticulous ablution, soft applause at the reception  
of the metaphor you thought of 
for regime change.  
and the distinction of one regime from  
another may depend on current, length of interval, 
unlapsed ventilation and the possibility 
of sheltered egress.  
 
it’s the tiny things that constellate, well, 
network, i.e. the lately observed impulse of an elm to fortify 
her close and greener kin. 
impulse like the paris opposite 
a precinct, like a corollary of running, mutual  
pleasure—  
 
but while the better metaphor may be mycelial,  
what can we do with the grammar? voice is just  
a metaphor for stimulus—  
the rushing interval—the likelihood  
that i turn/am turned again  
toward you. 
 
the turn: impulse to pulsepulse, and the ethic 
of forgiveness finds its context, sits 
uncomfortably there, 
like the feeling of a shape i’m pressed against but can’t 
imagine, the question deflected by my eagerness 
to stay.) an august like 
 
a studio, a copse retaining 
heat and light despite 
it’s listless spread, and any shape 
therein elides—again, the rushing  
interval—and blood  
from what was once 
a perfect welcome soaks through 
and through an aorist please stay. 
 
  



it’s impossible to spell 
this trembling surge 
silver and adhesive 
suspending everything else 
with its strum,  
the impossibility of doing 
anything  
((without) casual(ties)). 
 
“…there is no  
doubt that any 
translation other 
than violence 
runs the risk 
of euphemizing  
the problems 
in question 
here.” 
 
 
how is it that my poorest 
friends are always  
the most generous - could 
it be that some survival  
might remain unrumored 
against self-preservation? or 
too 
we simply love to  
roll around in the rot 
and inchworm through 
the crowdedness 
of being, taking flamingo 
showers and coming 
into the white carpet. 
 
even the sun withholds,  
and the corrosive force 
of water destroys worlds 
without making them 
the objects of its 
study. I should go 
but I don’t  
want to leave whisper this  
with as much chuff 

so what’s your take on vulnerability?  
 
undervigilant and underexposed, at what frequency do you feel 
/imagined? bellowing and bellowing This Could Get /stranger than this, 
by far, i wonder: what is your favorite hell to beresponsible for?  
 
i believe in the answer that you believe what you’re saying, but i think 
things are much more  
revolting than you give them credit for, and i wonder again if everyone 
begins /to be a little boring /but me :) 
 
and the workout and our arrogance and the pitiful opportunities to justify 
our violence coalesce, distill into infinitives: to rain, /and the rain: the 
pharmakon, /e.g. the hysterical prohibition of our more capable impulse, 
the way i get rockhard with self-effacement when i think of you and don’t 
find you there thinking of me.  
 
bellowing: the bellows are the generators, engenderers of the kind of 
greenheat that stinks up from vegetarian /pits and underused, communal 
fire /pits and the green heat of the death of young things eating and 
recycled /like electronics for profit or survival.  
 
you see the bellows are compostable and the way they sound the air only 
disturbs my scarehound for a moment before she understands who they 
belong to /and how quickly they’ll decay, /how the city will accept my 
modest funds to take them away from me.  
 
i avoid we like a fucking plague /us a variant /i, responsible for the hell of 
orphaning these hapless, stupid metaphors, the urgency and dumb revolt 
of nottouching us out of deferment to those nobler schedules /than my 
own. i cling (clang) to the bellows: I STILL HAVENT made clear just 
how revolting i can be! and how much more disturbing it would be to keep 
them, the bellows, and allow their greenheat /in /to overwhelm the puny 
freon /whom i owe your friend its waning confidence.  
 
i love the way you love your friends, your father and your mother and in 
particular /the Sneak, the furnishing of all of which performs the function, 
maybe, of a mantle, elegant and impossible to dis/mantle, oh louise!/ and 
there /right there! /the metaphor comes creepily home, desperately /like a 
metal hook or iron stand; the bellows rests /in. i shut the fuck up for once, 
am calmer and enthralled, the heat turning heartily and effortlessly black 
/and natural /the elbows coming /gently to the floor.  
 
 



as possible.  
 
ground into something 
saltier  
by the stunning ordinariness  
of my relentless 
attachments.  
(but why y sometimes 
when I kiss you do 
I see that precinct  
burning?) (an egg will not  
let you forget  
its yellow patience.) 
 
there’s nothing funnier  
than believing in  
who you are.  
 
no around! no around!  
strike!! UP! rollrollroll  
these are just some 
things blues scream  
at each other, 
while two hounds lap  
up the unanticipated  
from the delimited.  
 
I’ve been on this stoop  
for two years, man.  
stay cool, healthy, safe!  
 
noseprints smudged on 
the underside of the glass  
table, their livid tenderness 
announces soft infiltration  
like that only found in the 
fugitive  
totality of dreams  
or the gravity  
of a specific potato.  
 
 
 
 

i'm grateful for teeth 
and tongue; 

i wear my skull in  
my belly. 

 
and sometimes  

there’s a little red in my 
phlegm when i wake 

up. Sometimes,  
no cause can be found 

and it never happens 
again. 

 
but trauma is not the real 

any more than spliffed laughter 
or the inadvertent currency of 
the sunset of your cuticles, or  

a cardboard sign, guttered  
and sopping with a message  

in furious felt, that i can't tell  
if incomplete or not, 

I AM HOME  
 

let’s say the air that day was delirious; 
it had nothing more to say to us 

but to flee every inhale, 
a plenitude splitting me open 

evading every slipcover pronoun 
the way the pit in my stomach 

is both stone and hole: 
something to suck 

to get stuck in. 
 

in/vulnerable - plucked, 
goosebumped! 

i can’t shake    
fantasies of hammer  

tonguekissing skulls,  
the uniformed cap, color  
of poppyseeds splayed— 

what remains insistent 
and sinister. 

 
do you wish ingress 



there is little gentle 
about administration: 
 
 
from cusp 
to inseason 
of an earlier, 
prohibitive clause: 
intervals like 
apertures—suppose, 
 
 
clanging and un- 
clanging the more 
 
concatenates feeling— 
these un-static feelings— 
a lack of experience, 
a strict and oppositional 
 
 
perhaps, that certain shifts 
ought not to be 
 
 
portable shells 
along indistinct currents. 
 
and the mood 
of nearly anthropological 
salvo 
of desire... 
resisted, but endured 
to points of reeling, 
 
the feeling 
of an involuntary shift 
regret. and yet 
i’m just reminded 
the transitive 
gaps—non-rushing 
independent 
pleasure. 
 

to the _____ i’ve made 
of aggression? 

 
but like we said, 

if you want to talk about it 
be about it. 

or like my ma says, 
actions speak louder 

than words, or  
how i dream about what you would do to me  

if i had a pussy. 
 

if remains a con- 
junction. 

if there’s a cure 
for this i don’t 
want it! i don’t 

need it! iridescent 
as a bulb as a 

dragonfly as the  
last glass of wine  

as the we  
i desperately cling on 
to like the red bluffs 

i rode in here on 
that have yet to 

crumble into the 
sea. so please be 

revolting and 
repulsive (please 

repel, have the power  
to dissipate my collected  

humors) hurl 
away the chatoyant  

jokes that beg  
to be repeated until 

they're repeated too often 
or too frequently and the 

sensation recedes and 
the resounding smack 

retreats from the 
sweet bolts of your 

revolting lips. 
 



is if preparatory? if  
it remains imagined? when  

does preparation—laughter surely must be 
proof of something that 

can’t be told.  
does it curdle? burn 

like winter? our city’s  
rain? tear a hole  

in the toomuchness of our sky? wink  
brassy like the bandolier 

strapped across your breasts? 
 

when does i want you 
become you? as soon as it  

clears the amplification systems 
of a small hole? or when i 

remember the fungal in  
everything, hungry and  
summoning the noises  

of rupture? 
 

oh, but i’m just a painter 
that can’t paint 

hands :) 

 


